ABSTRACT

Currently, disaster management has been concerned as a major issue in this world. It is very important issue to be discussed for several countries. Such as, Japan and Indonesia, both countries considered disaster management. This undergraduate thesis discuss about Japan and Indonesia cooperation in disaster management. So, when Indonesia was hit by earthquake and tsunami, Japan gave many aids and assistances to victims. Then, it aimed to cooperation in disaster management. Both countries signed an agreement in the establishment of mitigation expert and the establishment of Disaster Prevention Research Institute in Indonesia in 2007. This agreement was signed three years after Aceh tsunami in 2004. Japan and Indonesia get to agreement by building trusteeship, sharing different and same interest, and having negotiation. On the other hand, Japan and Indonesia also signed the EPA (Economic Partnership Agreement). In addition, both countries have their interests on disaster management and economic sector. Indonesia needs Japan's assistance for its disaster management and can learn Japanese disaster management method. Besides, Japan needs Indonesian international market for its export-import activity for economic sector. It is very interesting to know the negotiation of both countries to get the agreement in disaster management.
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